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Track, report & evaluate
Accurate Vehicle Tracking
See where your vehicles are instantly, very
useful if you need urgent call outs
Integration with Google Maps makes the
software extremely user friendly
Routes are colour coded to show speed at each
stage of the journey

Timesheet Reports
Save time and get daily timesheet reports for
drivers or groups of vehicles
Monitor journeys by seeing details including
start / finish times, arrival at first destination and
departure from last destination
Track whether vehicles are being used out of
hours

Driving Style Analysis
Monitor safety of drivers by viewing their speed,
braking and acceleration scores
Compare the speed of your drivers
Evaluate how driving styles can be improved to
prevent risks of accidents and reduce fuel
consumption

Reduce fuel
consumption
by up to

Improve overall
productivity
by up to

Reduce employee
overtime
by up to

Increase vehicle
utilisation
by up to

25%

15%

15%

20%

More than just tracking...
Improve Driver Safety
Safe speed database means drivers will know the
safe speeds on their journey
League table style reports to see which drivers
are performing best
Educate drivers about safe speeds and show
them the league table to show how they are
doing

Specify Authorised Areas
Set up prohibited zones to prevent employees
making unauthorised journeys in working hours
Set up mandatory zones, this is an area where a
vehicle must remain in
Email alerts can be set up, so you can be notified
instantly about a drivers whereabouts

Detailed Reporting
Easily make sense of mileage and fuel costs and
identify the best / worst drivers
Detailed & user friendly reports / timesheets
sent to your inbox
Reports can be viewed on mobile and computer,
so you can access them wherever you may be

Lower total
miles driven
by up to

Decrease
idling
by up to

10%

30%
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Don't just take our word for it...
There was an element of investment in the equipment for the
vehicles and I can confirm that we recovered this expenditure
within one calendar month of installation. We now have an up to
the minute record of where our staff are, at what speed they are
travelling with a history of all vehicle movements.
This has enabled us to improve on our customer service
as we are able to advise customers of arrival times, it provides a
time sheet system for our engineer, it has improved on fuel
economy and staff working time and adds to staff safety as they
ensure that their driving is of a high standard. I can safely say that
we only wish we had put this in years ago.
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